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Abstract—Maximizing connection availability in wave-
length divisionmultiplexing (WDM) networks is critical be-
cause even small disruptions can cause huge data losses.
However, there is a trade-off between the level of network
survivability and the cost related to the backup resources
to be provided. One-hundred percent survivability can be
achieved by dedicated path protection (DPP) with multiple
prereserved protection paths for each provisioned connec-
tion, i.e., DPP (1∶N). Unfortunately, the blocking probability
performance of DPP (1∶N) is negatively affected by the
large number of prereserved backupwavelengths standing
by unutilized. On the other hand, path restoration (PR)-
based solutions ensure good blocking performance at the
expense of lower connection availability. The work in this
paper aims at finding hybrid network survivability strate-
gies that combine the benefits of both techniques (i.e., high
availability with low blocking rate). More specifically, the
paper focuses on a double link failure scenario and pro-
poses two strategies. The first one couples DPP (1∶1) with
path restoration (referred to as DPP� PR) to minimize the
number of dropped connections. The second scheme adds
the concept of backup reprovisioning (BR), referred to as
DPP� BR� PR, in order to further increase the connec-
tion availability achieved by DPP� PR. Integer linear
programming models for the implementation of the
proposed schemes are formulated. Extensive performance
evaluation conducted in a path-computation-element-
based WDM network scenario shows that DPP� BR� PR
and DPP� PR can significantly lower the blocking probabil-
ity value compared to DPP (1∶2) without compromising too
much in terms of connection availability.

Index Terms—Availability; Backup reprovisioning; Fail-
ure recovery; Path protection; Path restoration; Survivabil-
ity; WDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

A chieving high connection availability is extremely
important in wavelength division multiplexing

(WDM) networks, where each connection (i.e., the wave-
length channel referred to as the ligthpath) is carrying a
huge amount of data.

One way to provide 100% network survivability against
single failure is to rely on path-protection-based approaches
[1–4]. Dedicated path protection (DPP) schemes are pre-
ferred by network operators primarily because of their fast
protection switching times compared to shared path protec-
tion (SPP)-based approaches [2]. In a DPP-based scheme,
each protected connection has one precomputed, prere-
served, and dedicated disjoint backup path that is used
when the primary path is disrupted. In SPP, similar to
DPP, one backup path is used to protect each primary path.
SPP additionally allows sharing of backup wavelength re-
sources among multiple protection paths, under the condi-
tion that their respective primaries are not sharing a
network resource (i.e., link or node, depending on the failure
scenario under exam). In otherwords, SPPallows for amore
efficient use of backup resources while providing 100%
survivability against single failures. However, these
advantages come at the expense of a higher complexity of
the path provisioning and recovery phase (i.e., in terms
of path computation, switching time, and control message
exchange [2,5]).

In the presence of multiple failures, path-protection-
based approaches are still able to guarantee 100% surviv-
ability, but they need to rely on as many protection paths as
the number of failures from which they want to be able to
recover [i.e., N backup paths to protect against N simulta-
neous failures, referred to as the DPP (1∶N) scheme]. On
the other hand, prereserving a high number of backup
resources has a nonnegligible impact on the network
ability to provision future connection requests, which in
turn results in worse blocking probability performance.

Path restoration (PR)-based techniques [2,6–9] represent
analternative to pathprotection.Apath restoration scheme
is reactive in nature, as opposed to path protection that is
proactive. This translates into a more efficient use of net-
work resources, where no prereserved backup wavelengths
are standing by unutilized waiting to be used only in the
case of a failure. Path restoration schemes are very flexible
since they can automatically adapt to any number (single
andmultiple) and any type (link and node) of failures. How-
ever, with path restoration, failure recovery times are typ-
ically high because they now comprise a backup path
computation phase (unless it is preplanned) and signalinghttp://dx.doi.org/10.1364/JOCN.5.00A152
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phase for reservation of backup resources. Furthermore,
path restoration approaches do not provide any guarantee
because wavelength resources might not be available when
one ormore backup paths need to be reserved, which can be
the case inmedium to high traffic load conditions. This may
translate to nonnegligible downtime values for some of the
provisioned connections.

It is apparent that there is a trade-off between the net-
work survivability level and the amount of backup resour-
ces that need to be prereserved in the network (leading to
possibly high connection blocking probability). It is particu-
larly important to address this trade-off in the presence of
multiple failures, a scenario whose likelihood cannot be
ignored (e.g., double link failure occurrence probability is
nonnegligible [10]). Please note that in this work double
link failures refer to scenarios in which the second fault oc-
curs while the first failed element is still under
reparation. Furthermore, it is assumed that faults occur
randomly in the network on any link.

For this reason hybrid survivable schemes protecting
against multiple failures have gained interest. They are
considered as an option to provide acceptable survivability
levels, but without a drastic impact on the network blocking
performance. The idea behind a hybrid scheme is to guaran-
tee survivability at least against one failure using a path-
protection-based approach, while the disruptive effects of
possibleadditional failuresareaddressedusing less reliable
(i.e., not path-protection-based) survivability strategies. For
example, one possibility is to augment DPP (1∶1) with
backup reprovisioning (BR) [11–19]. The key idea behind
a backup reprovisioning approach is to proactively reprotect
those connections that are left in an unprotected state be-
cause of the primary/backup path failure. This is different
from path restoration, which is a reactive approach, i.e., re-
storation computes a new path and reserves resources only
after a connection is disrupted by failure(s). A successful
backup reprovisioning attempt results in a connection hav-
ing one primary path and a backup path still available in
case an additional failure would affect this connection.

A detailed study on the benefits of using backup repro-
visioning in WDM networks is presented in [11]. An ex-
tended and more recent version of this work is presented
in [12], where an algorithm called backup reprovisioning
after network state updates (BAND) is proposed to trigger
a backup reprovisioning procedure when the network state
changes, i.e., after a failure, as well as after a connection
arrival and/or departure.

Backup reprovisioning, on the other hand, is still a
proactive technique in which backup resources are prere-
served regardless of whether they are effectively needed
or not. The work in [20] presents an approach in which
restoration is used instead of backup reprovisioning to
improve blocking performance. More specifically, a link-
based restoration scheme is used for quick failure recovery
(i.e., the fault notifications are not sent to the source and
destination nodes of the failed path). However, link-based
restoration is not as effective as path-based restoration
because the latter offers more choices for finding a feasible
alternate path for an affected connection. Also, local

restoration tends to provision suboptimal paths, resulting
in increased network resource utilization [2].

In this paper, we propose efficient hybrid survivable
schemes offering both high connection availability and
low blocking probability. More specifically, we focus on a
double link failure scenario and propose a strategy in which
both backup reprovisioning and path restoration are used
on top of DPP (1∶1). The intuition behind this work is that
a combination of backup reprovisioning and path restora-
tion can achieve connection availability values comparable
to the ones offered by pure path-protection-based ap-
proaches, i.e., DPP (1∶2). With this objective in mind, we
propose two dynamic failure recovery schemes: the first is
referred to as dedicated path protection + backup reprovi-
sioning + path restoration (DPP� BR� PR), and the
second is a simplified version of the first in which only path
restoration is used, i.e., dedicated path protection + path re-
storation (DPP� PR). These proposed schemes provide
multiple recovery options for connections affected by double
link failures and are specifically aimed at maximizing
the average connection availability without the need to
multiply the backup resource usage. Consequently, no sig-
nificant impact on blocking performance has been expected.

Time-efficient integer linear programming (ILP) models
are also presented for implementing the proposed schemes.
These models are particularly suited for a centralized
dynamic provisioning framework (e.g., [21]). Results show
that the proposed schemes can achieve high connection
availability compared to a pure backup reprovisioning-
based approach. At the same time the blocking probability
performance of the proposed approaches is far better than
that of protection strategies based on multiple dedicated
backup paths [i.e., DPP (1∶2)]. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is one of the first works that investigate the
benefits of achieving high connection availability via inte-
grating the backup reprovisioning concept with an end-to-
end path restoration scheme in a DPP-based provisioning
scenario. Note that, although the proposed failure recovery
schemes are presented for a DPP-based dynamic provision-
ing scenario, the main concept is also applicable to SPP or
hybrid path-protection-based strategies [20]. The proposed
schemes can also be easily extended to include scenarios
with any number and any type of failure.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
and describes the proposed hybrid survivability schemes
along with two benchmark solutions used for performance
evaluation. ILP formulations for dynamic provisioning of
connection requests requiring DPP (1∶2), DPP� BR,
DPP� PR, and DPP� BR� PR are presented in
Section III. Extensive performance evaluation results are
shown in Section IV. Finally, Section V draws some conclud-
ing remarks.

II. SURVIVABLE PROVISIONING FRAMEWORK AND FAILURE

RECOVERY SCHEMES

This section first provides a general description of the
survivable connection provisioning framework considered
in this paper. Then it describes the intuition behind the
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two proposed hybrid survivability schemes, i.e., DPP� PR
and DPP� BR� PR. Finally, two additional schemes, i.e.,
DPP (1∶2) and DPP� BR, used for benchmarking purposes
are also introduced and described.

A. Framework for Survivable Connection
Provisioning

The work in this paper assumes a dynamic traffic provi-
sioning scenario, where no more than two failures, regard-
less of their type, can affect the network simultaneously, i.e.,
only a double failure scenario in the network is considered.

Figure 1 illustrates the finite state machine describing
the various states in which a connection can be when provi-
sioned in the network. Transitions among states are
possible in the presence of specific events: i) a failure hap-
pening in thenetwork, ii) a failed element being successfully
repaired, iii) a backup reprovisioning attempt being
successful or unsuccessful, and iv) a path restoration
attempt being successfully/unsuccessfully made for a
specific connection. Upon the occurrence of a failure, a con-
nection can find itself in a number of different states,
depending on its current status, the failure recovery scheme
adopted, and the occurrence of other events (i.e., reparation
and/or additional failure) in the network. More details are
provided next.

According to the proposed framework, a connection is es-
tablished along with a reserved, dedicated protection path

(i.e., DPP). This guarantees the ability to survive at least
one failure, i.e., the connection is in a PROTECTED state.
If a failure affects a protected connection, then a transition
to the VULNERABLE state takes place. This state is used
to characterize a connection that is still working normally
but is vulnerable to a possible additional failure striking
the network, i.e., while another failure is already under
reparation. Note that a connection ends up in the
VULNERABLE state regardless of which path (i.e., pri-
mary or backup) is affected by the failure. One possibility
to get back to the PROTECTED state is via a backup repro-
visioning attempt. If the attempt is not successful (i.e., lack
of wavelength resources), then the connection stays in the
VULNERABLE state until the failure is repaired. In the
meantime, if another failure affects this vulnerable connec-
tion, then a transition to the FAILED state takes place.
This state is used to represent a connection that is inter-
rupted, i.e., the services provisioned via this connection
are down. At this point, two options are available to get
back to the VULNERABLE state. The first one is to do
a path restoration attempt. If path restoration is not suc-
cessful (i.e., lack of wavelength resources) then the connec-
tion ends up in the DROPPED state. Once a connection is
dropped, it cannot be recovered and its wavelength resour-
ces are released. Restoration is chosen in this framework
for its reactive nature and for its inherent ability to effi-
ciently use wavelength resources, i.e., backup paths are
computed only after a failure occurs, and no backup resour-
ces are reserved beforehand. The other option to go back to
the VULNERABLE state is to just wait until one of the two
failures is repaired. This option might not always be viable,
especially for services with strict downtime requirements.

Using the framework described so far it is possible to
propose a number of hybrid survivability schemes that
combine one or more of the transition options just
described. The choice depends on which performance mea-
sure (i.e., number of dropped connections versus average
connection downtime versus efficient use of network
resources) or combination of them is to be addressed.
In this paper we propose specifically two survivability
schemes: DPP� PR and DPP� BR� PR.

Finally, the last two survivability schemes described in
this section, i.e., DPP (1∶2) and DPP� BR, will be used in
Section IV for benchmarking purposes.

B. Dedicated Path Protection + Path Restoration

The DPP� PR scheme tries to minimize the number of
dropped connections while limiting the occupied wave-
length resources overall in the network. This is achieved
by attempting path restoration each time a connection is
in the FAILED state but no backup reprovisioning is
attempted in any case. On the other hand, as it was
alreadypointedout, path restorationdoesnot giveanyguar-
antee of success, especially at a medium or high network
load where wavelength resources might become scarce. In
addition, the recovery time of path restoration is relatively
long. Both of these aspects are addressed in the scheme
described next.

Fig. 1. Finite state machine showing the possible states of a
connection and the type of transition a connection can experience
while provisioned in the network.
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C. Dedicated Path Protection + Backup
Reprovisioning + Path Restoration

The DPP� BR� PR scheme uses the same principle
and has the same objective as the DPP� PR scheme,
i.e., path restoration is attempted for each connection in
the FAILED state. This is done to limit the number of
dropped connections. However, the DPP� BR� PR
scheme has an additional feature. To limit the number
of connections that ultimately will require path restora-
tion, each time a connection ends up in the VULNERABLE
state backup reprovisioning is attempted. This is done with
the intent of reducing the number of connections that,
upon the occurrence of a second failure, will transition to
the FAILED state and need path restoration. We expect
that it would improve the average recovery time since
protection-based mechanisms are typically faster than
restoration-based techniques. As a result, DPP� BR�
PR has the ability to provide lower downtime compared
to DPP� PR. On the other hand, backup reprovisioning
comes at the cost of additional backup resources being
reserved in the network.

D. Dedicated Path Protection (1∶2)

The DPP (1∶2) [4] is our first benchmarking scheme. It
assigns two mutually disjoint protection paths to each pri-
mary path. In this way DPP (1∶2) guarantees that connec-
tions are always in the PROTECTED state as long as a
single or double failure scenario is considered, i.e., there
is always a protection path available. DPP (1∶2) is also
rather fast because switches on the intermediate nodes
can be preconfigured for the backup paths ahead of time
[2]. All these benefits come, on the other hand, at the
expense of very high wavelength resource usage.

E. Dedicated Path Protection + Backup
Reprovisioning

The DPP� BR [11,12] is our second benchmarking
scheme. With DPP� BR, each time a connection becomes
vulnerable, backup reprovisioning is attempted once in
order to bring the connection back to the PROTECTED
state. If backup reprovisioning fails the connection
stays in the VULNERABLE state with the risk that, if
affected by another failure, the connection becomes
DROPPED, i.e., transition back from the FAILED state
to VULNERABLE state may not be possible for this surviv-
ability scheme.

It is important to note that, upon the occurrence of a fail-
ure, not just one, but a considerable number of connections
can be potentially disrupted simultaneously. It will then be
up to the selected survivability scheme to find an alternate
backup route for each affected connection. In such a sce-
nario concurrent optimization schemes have already been
proven to be very efficient in finding routing solutions that
optimize the resource usage in the network [21]. In this

respect, the next section presents a number of ILP formu-
lations that can be used to implement the survivability
schemes proposed in this section while exploiting the ben-
efits of concurrent optimization. Although the proposed
framework is general enough to handle any type of failure,
for the sake of simplicity in the remainder of the paper only
(double) link failure scenarios will be considered.

III. ILP FORMULATIONS

The purpose of this section is to introduce and explain
how to solve the survivable provisioning problem presented
in Section II, i.e., DPP� BR� PR and DPP� PR. Remem-
ber that these schemes utilize both dedicated path protec-
tion along with the backup reprovisioning and the path
restoration concepts. For this reason, two ILP models,
i.e., ILP_DPP_BR and ILP_DPP_PR, are presented here.
A solution for the DPP� BR� PR problem, on the other
hand, can then be easily obtained by dynamically solving,
for each disrupted connection, the ILP_DPP_BR and the
ILP_DPP_PR formulation instances in the correct order
(i.e., ILP_DPP_BR first, after a first failure hits a connec-
tion, then ILP_DPP_PR is used in the event that the same
connection is struck by a second failure). Finally, an ILP
formulation for the DPP (1∶2) problem is also presented
and described.

Before going into the details of each ILP formulation, a
description of the inputs and the variables used in the
solution of each problem is provided.

Given:

• G�N;E�: a physical topology consisting of a set of N
nodes and E links.

• W: the maximum number of wavelengths supported on
each link.

• Wxy: the number of free wavelengths on a link �x; y�.
• D: the set of connections disrupted by a failure for
which a specific survivable provisioning problem in-
stance needs to be solved.

• D′: the set of connections that need to be provisioned
into the network. This input is used only in the model-
ing of the DPP (1∶2) case.1

• λc: a request c from source s to destination d, where
λc ∈ D. Note that a request may be to provision a
new connection or to perform a failure recovery (i.e.,
restoration or backup reprovisioning) for an existing
connection in the network.

• λpc : equal to 1 if the primary path of connection c from
source s to destination d has not failed.

• λb1c : equal to 1 if the first backup path of connection c
from source s to destination d has not failed.

• λb2c : equal to 1 if the second backup path of connection c
from source s to destination d has not failed in the case
of DPP (1∶2).

1Note that the cardinality of set D′ may vary depending on whether connec-
tions need to be provisioned concurrently or one by one [21].
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Variables:

• pxy: the total number of wavelengths used by primary
paths on link �x; y�.

• b1mn: the total number of wavelengths used by the first
backup paths on a link �m;n�.

• b2ij: the total number of wavelengths used by the sec-
ond backup paths on a link �i; j�. This variable is used in
DPP (1∶2) case only.

• pc
xy: equal to 1 if the primary path of request c from

source s to destination d passes through link �x; y�.
• b1cmn: equal to 1 if the first backup path of request c
from source s to destination d passes through a
link �m;n�.

• b2cij: equal to 1 if a second backup path of a request c
from source s to destination d passes through link �i; j�.
This variable is used in the DPP (1∶2) case only.

• Ac: equal to 1 if a request c is successfully (re)provi-
sioned/restored. Note that the variable Ac is incorpo-
rated to make it possible for the presented ILP
formulations to correctly handle multiple input re-
quests (typically for concurrent optimization) in sce-
narios where only a subset of input requests can be
successfully satisfied.

A. ILP DPP Backup Reprovisioning

ILP_DPP_BR is used to model and optimally solve the
backup reprovisioning problem for the set of connections
disrupted by a fault (i.e., D). As mentioned earlier, the
ILP_DPP_BR model is used as a part of the DPP� BR
and DPP� BR� PR strategy solutions. Note that backup
reprovisioning is triggered when either the primary or
the backup of a given connection fails (i.e.,
λpc � λb1c � 1, ∀λc ∈ D).

Objective 1:

Minimize α⋅�jDj − Σ∀cAc� � β⋅Σ∀�x;y�pxy � γ1⋅Σ∀�m;n�b1mn:

Constraints:

X
∀x

pc
xk −

X
∀x

pc
kx �

8<
:

Ac; k � d
−Ac; k � s
0; k ≠ s; d

; ∀ k; c;∃λpc � 0; (1.1)

X
∀x

b1cxk −
X
∀x

b1ckx �
8<
:

Ac; k � d
−Ac; k � s
0; k ≠ s; d

; ∀ k; c;∃λb1c � 0;

(1.2)

pxy �
X

∀c;∃λpc�0

pc
xy; ∀ �x; y�; (1.3)

b1mn �
X

∀c;∃λb1c �0

b1cmn; ∀ �m;n�; (1.4)

pc
xy � 0; ∀ �x; y�; ∀ c;∃�λb1c � 1 ∧ b1cxy � 1�; (1.5)

b1cxy � 0; ∀ �x; y�; ∀ c;∃�λpc � 1 ∧ pc
xy � 1�; (1.6)

pmn � b1mn ≤ Wmn; ∀ �m;n� ∈ E: (1.7)

The first term in Objective 1 aims at minimizing the
number of failed backup reprovisioning attempts, while
the second and the third terms aim at minimizing the
wavelength resource usage for the primary and backup
paths, respectively. Constraints (1.1) and (1.2) are flow con-
servation constraints for the primary and backup paths, re-
spectively. Constraints (1.3) and (1.4) compute the primary
and backup link load, respectively (in terms of the total
number of wavelengths used on each link). Constraints
(1.5) and (1.6) ensure that a reprovisioned path is link dis-
joint from the path it is supposed to protect. Constraint
(1.7) ensures that the value of the load of any link does
not exceed the number of free wavelength channels.

B. ILP DPP Path Restoration

This ILP formulation is used to model and optimally
solve the path restoration problem for the set of connec-
tions disrupted by a fault (i.e., D). As mentioned earlier,
the ILP_DPP_PR model is used as a part of the DPP�
PR and DPP� BR� PR solutions.

Objective 2:

Minimize α⋅�jDj − Σ∀cAc� � β⋅Σ∀�x;y�pxy:

Constraints:

X
∀x

pc
xk −

X
∀x

pc
kx �

8<
:

Ac; k � d
−Ac; k � s
0; k ≠ s; d

; ∀ k; c; (2.1)

pxy �
X
∀c

pc
xy; ∀ �x; y�; (2.2)

pmn ≤ Wmn; ∀ �m;n� ∈ E: (2.3)

The first term of Objective 2 aims to minimize the num-
ber of failed restoration attempts, while the second term is
used to minimize the wavelength resources consumed by
the restored paths. Constraint (2.1) is used for flow conser-
vation of each primary path. Constraint (2.2) calculates the
load of each link of the primary path. Constraint (2.3) en-
sures that the value of the load of any link does not exceed
the number of free wavelength channels.

C. ILP Dedicated Path Protection (1∶2)

This ILP formulation is used to model and optimally
solve the DPP (1∶2) provisioning problem for the set of
connection requests belonging to set D′.
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Objective 3:

Minimize α⋅�jD′j − Σ∀cAc� � β⋅Σ∀�x;y�pxy � γ1⋅Σ∀�m;n�b1mn

� γ2⋅Σ∀�i;j�b2ij:

Constraints:

Constraints (2.1), (2.2), and

X
∀x

b1cxk −
X
∀x

b1ckx �
8<
:

Ac; k � d
−Ac; k � s
0; k ≠ s; d

; ∀ k; c; (3.1)

X
∀x

b2cxk −
X
∀x

b2ckx �
8<
:

Ac; k � d
−Ac; k � s
0; k ≠ s; d

; ∀ k; c; (3.2)

b1mn �
X
∀c

b1cmn; ∀ �m;n�; (3.3)

b2ij �
X
∀c

b2cij; ∀ �i; j�; (3.4)

pc
xy � b1cxy ≤ Ac; ∀ �x; y�; ∀ c; (3.5)

pc
xy � b2cxy ≤ Ac; ∀ �x; y�; ∀ c; (3.6)

b1cxy � b2cxy ≤ Ac; ∀ �x; y�; ∀ c; (3.7)

pxy � b1xy � b2xy ≤ Wxy; ∀ �x; y� ∈ E: (3.8)

The first term in Objective 3 focuses on the minimization
of the number of failed provisioning attempts, i.e., the num-
ber of connections for which a working path or either one of
the two mutually link-disjoint protection paths cannot be
computed. The second term in the objective function min-
imizes the resources used by the provisioned primary
paths. The third and fourth terms are used to minimize
the wavelength resources used to provision the first and
second backup path, respectively. Constraints (3.1) and
(3.2) are flow conservation constraints used for the first
and the second backup paths, respectively. Constraints
(3.3) and (3.4) compute the link loads for the first and sec-
ond backup paths, respectively. Constraints (3.5), (3.6), and
(3.7) ensure that the provisioned primary and backup
paths are mutually link disjoint. Constraint (3.8) ensures
that the value of the load of any link does not exceed the
number of free wavelength channels.

In all objective functions, factor α is assigned the highest
value in order to maximize the number of provisioned, re-
provisioned, and/or restored connections (depending on
the specific objective function). Parameters β, γ1, and γ2
are assigned lower values, and they minimize the

wavelength resource usage for the primary and backup
paths, respectively.

IV. SIMULATION SETUP AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section presents some performance assessment re-
sults for the proposed hybrid survivable strategies and
their respective benchmark techniques described in
Sections II and III. A number of simulation experiments
are carried out using a Java-based discrete event-driven
simulator [22] running on a Red Hat Enterprise Linux
(RHEL) workstation. The simulation platform comprises
dual Intel Xeon CPUs (4 cores per CPU) clocked at
2.0 GHz and with 12 GB of memory. The Cost239 network
topology [23] (Fig. 2) is used for performance evaluation. All
fiber links in the network are assumed to be bidirectional
with one fiber in each direction, and with 16 wavelengths
per fiber. Each lightpath is assumed to carry a bandwidth
equivalent to an entire wavelength capacity. The presented
results are averaged over 50 replications. The confidence
interval for all the plotted results is 5% or less, with a
95% confidence level except for very low values of the
blocking probability. The connection holding time is expo-
nentially distributed with average equal to 1 time unit.
Moreover, connection request arrivals are assumed to fol-
low a Poisson distribution, while sources and destinations
are randomly and uniformly picked throughout the net-
work. For dynamic (DPP 1∶1) connection provisioning,
the heuristic presented in [24] is used. The ILP models
presented in Section III are solved dynamically using
the Gurobi Optimizer 4.51 [25].

The time between occurrence of failures and reparation
time of a broken link are assumed to be exponentially dis-
tributed. The mean time between arrivals of failures in the
network is assumed to be 5.0 time units (corresponding to a
failure rate equal to 0.2∕time unit). Mean time to repair
(MTTR) of a failed link is considered to be equal to 0.5 time
unit. Link failures are uniformly distributed in the net-
work. Note that the value chosen for the failure rate is
on the aggressive side with respect to MTTR. However, this
setting makes it possible to complete the simulation-based
performance assessment work in an acceptable time frame

Fig. 2. Cost239 topology.
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while still achieving a good statistical accuracy [26,27].
Furthermore, a high failure rate allows us to test the ro-
bustness of the proposed schemes considering adverse net-
work conditions (i.e., high double link failure rate), which
are not that uncommon in some Asian regions (e.g., India
[28]). At the end of the failure recovery phase, the original
primary path is restored back (i.e., path reversion) after a
link is repaired [3], and a no-stub release approach (resour-
ces for the original primary are kept reserved for the life-
time of a connection to ease path reversion) is used to
implement the path reversion mechanism. The values
for α, β, γ1, and γ2 used in each ILP objective function
are assumed to be 10,000, 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25, respectively,
for the reasons explained in Section III. The remainder of
the section is devoted to analyzing the performance of the
proposed hybrid DPP� PR and DPP� BR� PR schemes
in terms of a number of performance metrics, i.e., blocking
probability, connection unavailability, overall number of
dropped connections, restoration success rate, and usage
of primary and backup resources.

Note that a preliminary version of this work was pre-
sented in [29], where the performance was evaluated in
the NSF network topology. However, in this work, we
present extended simulation results considering a Cost239
network with additional performance metrics. Further-
more, the considered failure recovery framework and pro-
posed survivability schemes are described in much more
detail than in [29].

A. Blocking Probability

Figure 3 presents blocking probability values as a func-
tion of the network load. It can be noticed that DPP (1∶2)
shows a substantially higher blocking probability com-
pared to all the other schemes because two mutually
link-disjoint backup paths need to be reserved for each pri-
mary path during the connection provisioning phase. This
scheme results in a high number of wavelength resources
reserved for backup purposes, with a negative effect in
terms of successful provisioning of possible future connec-
tion arrivals.

As expected, the DPP� PR scheme shows the best block-
ing performance, particularly at lower loads. This is due to

the fact that path restoration does not need any backup re-
sources to be reserved beforehand. Both schemes relying on
backup reprovisioning (i.e., DPP� BR and DPP� BR�
PR) showsimilar levels of blockingprobability performance,
which is slightly worse than DPP� PR, but still far better
than DPP (1∶2). This is because backup reprovisioning is
performed only after the occurrence of a failure and addi-
tional backup resources are reserved only for those connec-
tions in the VULNERABLE state for which the backup
reprovisioning attempt was successful.

B. Connection Unavailability

Connection availability is defined as the ratio between
the total uptime and the sum of the uptime and the down-
time of a connection. Connection unavailability is defined
as the inverse of connection availability. Figure 4 shows
that the DPP� BR scheme experiences the worst connec-
tion unavailability performance. This is because once a con-
nection is in the VULNERABLE state, only one backup
reprovisioning attempt is made and, if not successful,
the connection might be dropped if affected again by
another failure. Adding a restoration attempt after an un-
successful backup reprovisioning greatly improves the
unavailability performance. This intuition is confirmed
in the figure where the DPP� PR and the DPP� BR�
PR schemes show significantly lower unavailability values.
Moreover, the DPP� BR� PR scheme is able to achieve
connection unavailability that is almost half that of the
DPP� PR scheme. This is because, first, backup reprovi-
sioning helps in minimizing the downtime for active con-
nections by maintaining as many connections as possible
in a protected state (i.e., to allow quick recovery from a
future failure via protection switching) [12]. The second
reason is that backup reprovisioning significantly reduces
the number of connections that have to resort to path
restoration.

As expected, DPP (1∶2) presents the lowest connection
unavailability values because with this scheme there are
always two backup paths available for each newly provi-
sioned connection, essentially protecting the connection
against any possible double link failure scenario. Short in-
terruptions may still be incurred in the case of DPP (1∶2)
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Fig. 3. Blocking probability.
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because of the protection switchingmechanism triggered in
the event of a link failure on the working path. Never-
theless, the connection unavailability performance of both
proposed schemes is reasonably close to DPP (1∶2).

C. Number of Dropped Connections

Figure 5 shows the average number of dropped connec-
tions as a function of network load. This is an important
performance parameter for service providers. It refers to
the number of connections that, with the primary and the
backup paths both disrupted by failures, could not be suc-
cessfully restored via a path restoration attempt (i.e., the
DPP� PR and/or the DPP� BR� PR scheme). A large
number of dropped connections can significantly increase
the average connection unavailability. As expected, the
number of dropped connections is rather high for the
DPP� BR scheme. On the other hand, using the DPP�
PR and the DPP� BR� PR schemes can substantially re-
duce the number of dropped connections. This is related to
the fact that with DPP� BR once a connection is in the
FAILED state the only way to transition back to the VUL-
NERABLE state is to wait for the failure to be completely
repaired. During this time if the connection is affected by
another failure it will be dropped (i.e., transition to a
DROPPED state). In the case of DPP� PR (and DPP�
BR� PR), on the other hand, a connection in the FAILED
state is allowed to attempt restoration that, if successful,
will allow the connection to transition back to the VUL-
NERABLE state. Hence, DPP� PR and DPP� BR� PR
result in a much lower number of connections being
dropped, and consequently in a much lower connection
unavailability, as shown in the previous subsection. DPP
(1∶2) does not experience any dropped connections at all,
but this comes at the expense of a much higher blocking
probability.

D. Double Link Failure Restorability and Number
of Restoration Attempts

The double link failure restorability (DLFR) measures
the percentage of connections that experienced a double

link failure but were able to survive due to a successful
path restoration attempt. This performance metric applies
only to the DPP� PR and the DPP� BR� PR schemes. As
shown in Fig. 6, DLFR is around 92% for both the DPP�
PR and DPP� BR� PR schemes. This means that path
restoration was effective in avoiding drop of 92% of the
connections that found themselves in the FAILED state be-
cause of a second failure striking them. The value of DLFR
tends to decrease with increasing value of the load, as the
network resources start to become saturated.

A closely related and equally important performance
metric is the total number of connections that have to
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Fig. 7. Primary wavelength resource usage.
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resort to path restoration. Avoiding a large number of re-
storation attempts is important because a path restoration
procedure takes significant time as it involves the calcula-
tion (on the fly) of a new path between the affected source–
destination pair as well as the signaling time for the setup
of a new path in the network. In contrast, if a backup path
is available at the time instance in which a connection fails,
then just a fast protection switching operation is involved
[2]. The backup reprovisioning can be helpful here, in the
sense that it proactively minimizes the number of vulner-
able connections in the network. As expected, Fig. 6 shows
that with the DPP� BR� PR scheme 50% fewer connec-
tions have to resort to path restoration, compared to the
DPP� PR scheme.

E. Wavelength Resource Usage

Figures 7 and 8 present, respectively, some performance
results in terms of primary and backup wavelength link re-
source usage, as a function of network load. All the schemes
involving backup reprovisioning consume slightly higher
resources (i.e., DPP� BR and DPP� BR� PR) as com-
pared to the schemes that utilize only path restoration
(i.e., DPP� PR). DPP (1∶2) has the lowest primary wave-
length resource usage, which happens due to high blocking
probability compared to other schemes.

The figure showing the backup wavelength resource us-
age (Fig. 8) shows similar behavior for the DPP� BR, the
DPP� BR� PR, and the DPP� PR scheme. DPP (1∶2), on
the other hand, shows higher backup resource utilization.
This happens because DPP (1∶2) provides two backup
paths for each provisioned connection as compared to
the other schemes that only provision one at a time.

F. Connection Downtime and ILP_DPP_PR
Computation Time

Table I shows the connection downtime values experi-
enced when using different failure recovery schemes.
The connection downtime is defined as the time in which
a connection is not in normal working conditions because
of a protection switching event, a restoration attempt being
under way, or because of the connection being dropped. As
can be expected from the connection unavailability results
presented in Fig. 4, the DPP� BR scheme shows the worst
downtime values because of the lack of any dynamic resto-
ration procedure to recover from a failure after an unsuc-
cessful backup reprovisioning attempt. On the other hand,
the DPP� PR and the DPP� BR� PR schemes show
much lower downtime values. Note that the downtime

results for DPP (1∶2) are not shown because of their
negligible values since the only time a connection is down
is during protection switching.

Table I also shows the value of the average computation
time required to solve the ILP_DPP_PR formulation as
part of the process of finding a solution for the DPP� PR
and the DPP� BR� PR scheme, respectively. It was found
that the time for solving the ILP_DPP_PR is relatively
short (i.e., a few tens of milliseconds) and it is even lower
than the value reported in [30]. This means that the
proposed ILPmodel can compute optimal restoration paths
within an acceptable time.

V. CONCLUSION

This work addresses the problem of guaranteeing high
survivability levels in WDM transport networks in the
presence of multiple failures. More specifically, the work
focuses on double link failure scenarios and proposes two
hybrid survivability schemes, namely, DPP� PR and
DPP� BR� PR. They combine the backup reprovisioning
concept with an end-to-end path restoration scheme with a
focus on maximizing the connection availability without a
significant impact on the blocking performance. ILP mod-
els formulated for the implementation of the survivability
schemes are also presented.

The proposed schemes are evaluated against two bench-
mark solutions, namely, DPP (1∶2) and DPP� BR. Simu-
lation results show that both proposed schemes achieve
substantially better blocking probability performance than
DPP (1∶2), while still maintaining acceptable connection
availability levels. Furthermore, their performance in
terms of connection availability is far better than
DPP� BR. The average path computation time when a
path restoration procedure is invoked with a set of input
connection requests is less than 50 ms, meaning that the
proposed ILP model for path restoration procedures
ILP_DPP_PR is scalable even under high load (at least
in small networks). Finally, the DPP� BR� PR scheme re-
sults in low connection downtime values and drops only
half as many connections as DPP� PR under high load,
which is an important performance parameter for network
service providers.
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